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Bahasa Inggris Masuk Smp Rsbi43 22I'm trying to
implement my own multi-threading mechanism in

conjunction with a CURL function in a PHP project. First,
the CURL class. I have a CURLManager class and when I

instantiate CURLManager (which is declared as a
singleton), I pass it an instance of the controller class. A

controller class contains a CURL class which, in turn, has a
set of functions to perform specific requests. A basic
function that I have been trying to implement is URL
seeding. Basically, this function generates a string that

contains a "seed" that is unique to a particular user. Based
on the seed, a request is sent to a server to generate a

temporary page. When the user submits the form and there
is an error, this error page is returned, allowing the system
to collect the form information. The actual URL which is

generated to request the temporary page, from a user's
point of view, is always the same:

/myapp/bookings/temporarypage/?request=MyNewForm.
The actual URL will be visible in the browser's location
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bar, but not in any log files. The problem is that if this
request can't be completed, the form is submitted without

any URL, the log files can't contain the URL and the
CURLManager class can't perform any follow-up requests.
So, the form won't be successfully submitted. My solution

is to store the URL generated by the temporary page
request into a Session variable and then use CURL to

perform a simple GET request to that URL from within
the CURLManager class. The getValue() method is

overloaded so that if there was an error in the GET request,
the returning value is null. The problem I have is that the

value that is returned by this null value is also null. If I put
a "1" or "12" in the form, I get the proper value back. But
if I put a "null" I get the null, not the proper value. After
many hours of work, I have come to the conclusion that

this is a CURL issue. So, I am wondering, can anyone out
there help me
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